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The Deed and the Doer in the Bible, David Daube’s Gifford 
Lectures
by David Daube, edited and compiled by Calum Carmichael. West 
Conshohocken, Pa.: Templeton Foundation Press, 2008, xii + 300 pgs.

With the edition of this first part of David Daube’s previously unpub-
lished Gifford Lectures, presented at the University of Edinburgh in 1962 
(a second part, consisting of his lectures on “Law and Wisdom in the 
Bible,” delivered in 1964, is currently in preparation), Calum Carmichael 
continues his project of presenting Daube’s work to the scholarly and 
general public.

Daube was a scholar of great erudition, an expert on the Hebrew 
Bible, rabbinic tradition, the New Testament, as well as the Greek and 
Roman legal and literary traditions. He could easily connect these bod-
ies of material, though they developed in quite different historical, social, 
and cultural contexts. His erudition is also evident in the present volume, 
although the originally oral basis of the texts in the lecture hall makes 
repetitions, generalizations, and paraphrasing inevitable. The editor used 
as the basis of this compilation lecture notes written by Daube himself, 
existing typescripts, and parts of lectures that were incorporated into 
articles, to which he added endnotes with references to primary texts 
mentioned in Daube’s oral presentations. 

This volume contains the ten lectures, with their original titles, that 
made up Daube’s 1962 lecture series. The lectures are dedicated to issues 
such as causation, intent, and negligence, all of which are important in 
modern law but not necessarily expressly mentioned or considered in a 
detailed and systematic way in ancient legal texts and narratives such as 
those transmitted in the Bible. This approach, to start with modern legal 
concerns and trace them back to the Bible rather than to work induc-
tively, starting with the concerns of the biblical authors themselves, may 
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have made the lectures—and perhaps render the book—more appealing 
to law students and legal scholars interested in the history and origins 
of legal concepts in the ancient Jewish, Christian, and Greco-Roman 
traditions. Where no or only a few biblical references fit under a respec-
tive category—that is, where the biblical evidence is rather limited, as, 
for example, in the case of indirect causation, legal consideration of evil 
intention, and negligence—the focus on the Bible rather than the later 
and more relevant rabbinic texts, which are often treated on only one 
or two pages or not at all, becomes questionable. Daube may have been 
more familiar with biblical than with rabbinic law, or the lecture series 
had to focus on these texts.

When compared with later rabbinic, Roman, and modern law, cer-
tain intricacies of biblical law become evident. That said, biblical law 
resembles other ancient law codes that similarly lack the later develop-
ments that emerged in different social contexts. For example, in the first 
chapter, Daube points out that the Bible, like other ancient law codes, 
usually deals with the legal consequences of only direct causation, prob-
ably because evidence for indirect causation was difficult to obtain: “The 
law cannot exact retribution where the evidence leaves a degree of doubt” 
(p. 7). Direct causation often poses no legal problems, because liability is 
taken for granted. However, there are cases in the Bible and later Jewish 
law where the offense was caused indirectly, for example, by one’s animal, 
slave, or pit. in these cases, the issue of ownership of the “objects” that 
caused the damage was crucial. Daube complements the discussion by 
examining the language in which legal causation is expressed in Hebrew. 
He identifies that Hebrew employs a much wider use of causatives than 
modern Western languages such as English and German, which may 
point to a different mindset among the ancient authors of biblical texts.

With regard to intent (chapter 2), the situation is similarly ambiguous: 
sometimes intent is taken into consideration in the Bible, sometimes not. 
according to Daube, this is due to “practical, technical limitations”: “it is 
too difficult or too easy to prove absence of intent” (p. 34), as, for example, 
in accidental killings, which are also not punished in Greek mythology. 
These are rather general considerations that are not based on a close dis-
cussion of either biblical or Greco-Roman texts. one sometimes wonders 
whether Daube conceived of biblical law as a comprehensive, systematic 
code, comparable to modern law. He never mentions the long and com-
plex oral transmission and literary development of the biblical texts or 
the diversity of the authors and transmitters and their social situations 
and backgrounds, which can account for the great variety of views and 
legal regulations found in the Bible. 
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it seems as if Daube views the entirety of biblical literature as a unit 
from which bits and pieces are selected on the basis of concerns encoun-
tered in modern legal compendia. in this regard, his approach now 
appears old-fashioned, for he presented his lectures in the 1960s, at a 
time when the scholarly advances in the fields of orality, literacy, and the 
literary development of the Bible that we now take for granted had not 
yet been made. in connection with the issue of intent, Daube notes that 
“much prominence is given to mentality” in the New Testament and in 
rabbinic literature, but, unfortunately, this literature is discussed in only 
one place (p. 52) and without reference to the possible Hellenistic (Stoic?) 
philosophical context in which these later Jewish and Christian notions 
developed.

in the case of criminal acts performed by accident (chapter 3), the bib-
lical evidence outside the proper legal codes also remains sparse, whereas 
acts performed in error are mentioned several times. Possible explanations 
for this phenomenon are the greater frequency of error than accident in 
daily life, the slow development of more complex rules that distinguished 
between the two notions, and the fact that accidents are not caused by 
humans as thinking beings, so they “play no part in reflections of human 
fate and responsibility” (p. 54). Whereas the discussion of accidents is 
restricted to ancient legal codes, the issue of error is repeatedly mentioned 
in ancient literature, including Greek historiography.

Though anger and evil intentions were frequently considered by Greek 
writers, such negative emotions play limited and infrequent roles in the 
Bible (chapter 4): murder out of anger or passion is rarely mentioned, and 
drunkenness rarely involves violence. in his repeated attempt to relate 
ancient law to modern times, Daube notes the rarity of drunkenness 
amongst European Jews of his own time in this connection. although 
jealousy is sometimes an object of legal treatment, no crime is associated 
with madness in the Bible.

Daube shows that negligence “gradually becomes a standard in a given 
case,” but only by the middle of the second century CE; thus, it is visible 
in tannaitic literature, but not in the Bible (chapter 5). in antiquity, one 
sometimes needed trustworthy safe keepers for one’s property. Daube 
surmises that in the biblical period, “breach of faith” rather than neg-
ligence was taken into consideration when damages occurred (p. 117). 
in later rabbinic texts, on the other hand, the term peshi’a, “fault,” is 
used, and a person may become liable for both fraud and negligence. 
Daube compares tannaitic and Roman law in this regard and maintains 
that the “tannaitic achievement” (like biblical law, rabbinic law seems 
to be viewed as a comprehensive whole here rather than as a diverse—
and to some extent random—collection of traditions) is the notion of 
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oness, external force, applied to accidents that are exempt from damages  
(p. 120). in amoraic times, this notion was further specified by stating 
that the absence of negligence was necessary to define an act as commit-
ted by accident. 

a difference of approach between biblical and rabbinic texts also 
becomes evident in connection with the punishment of intellectual 
authorship of a crime (chapter 6). The Bible may see the instigator as the 
first cause of a development that eventually leads to a crime, but does 
not put any moral blame on that individual for misusing another person 
(that is, the actor who actually commits the crime) for his own purposes. 
Therefore, the biblical creation story puts no moral blame on the serpent 
or Eve. The notion of woman as a temptress developed much later, in 
Hellenistic Judaism and early Christianity, where the biblical story of the 
fall was reinterpreted: “in certain circles the fall came to be looked on as 
an instance of defection from God...” stressing the “intellectual author’s 
wrong to the agent” (p. 141). But the possible Hellenistic influence on 
this notion is not further investigated here.

The following two chapters on attempted crime (chapter 7) and on 
collective acts (chapter 8) also start with the modern legal situation 
and, from that perspective, retrospectively trace the treatment of these 
notions in the Bible. With regard to attempt, the conclusion is negative 
again: “Biblical law has no such concept of attempt covering the entire 
field” (p. 150). The notion is also not present in other ancient legal sys-
tems where punishment is likewise confined to proven crimes. a word 
denoting “attempt” is strikingly absent in biblical Hebrew, in contrast to 
modern Hebrew, which uses forms of nissa in this sense. The Bible also 
rarely reveals what happened to the doer after the deed (chapter 10), for 
example, possible defiance, a plea for mercy, conviction, or repentance. 
Due to the few biblical examples, Daube discusses the New Testament 
story of Judas at length (pp. 227–240). 

The final chapters of the book (especially 9 and 11) are devoted to the 
issue of women and their representation in the Hebrew Bible. in his time 
Daube seems to have held enlightened feminist positions when stress-
ing that the Bible reflects “two different standards, one for men, another 
for women, which on the whole have dominated Western social life ever 
since and are only just about to go out” (p. 195). When he delivered his 
lectures, such critical positions had only begun to find expression among 
scholars, mainly sociologists rather than the more traditional theologians 
and legal scholars. Daube criticizes Büchler’s study of adultery in the 
post-exilic period for not sufficiently distinguishing between the situ-
ations of women and men. only three men were punished for alleged 
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adultery in the Bible—abimelech, Joseph, and Haman—and they were all 
eventually proven innocent. 

Daube’s interpretation of the book of Ruth does not seem persuasive, 
though. When the first suitor refused to take Ruth as his wife in levi-
rate marriage, explaining that it would “impair my own estate” to do so 
(Ruth 4:6), Daube assumes that “he ha[d] Naomi in mind” (p. 205): if 
he married Naomi (rather than Ruth), he would remain without an heir, 
since Naomi was already an old woman at that time. However, the suit-
or’s answer related to the intricacies of levirate marriage: he would have 
had to support a son who would have been considered the son and heir 
of Ruth’s deceased husband rather than his own. The deceased husband’s 
property would have been given to that son rather than being distributed 
amongst the brothers or kinsmen. The story shows that in biblical times 
men were not eager to enter levirate marriages because they constituted 
financial burdens rather than being advantageous for them.

altogether, Daube’s lectures provide many interesting insights that 
are relevant to scholars of ancient Judaism, rabbinic literature, the New 
Testament, and Roman law, despite the fact that these texts were origi-
nally meant to provide a discussion of certain legal notions present in 
modern law to students rather than to fellow scholars. The publication 
of these lectures (and those that are forthcoming) is certainly to be wel-
comed and completes Carmichael’s compilation of Daube’s works. 

Catherine Hezser, University of London

maimonides: The Life and World of one of Civilization’s  
Greatest minds 
by Joel L. Kraemer. New York: Doubleday, 2008, xvi + 621 pgs.

in this engaging book, Joel Kraemer does three things very well: he paints 
a colorful picture of the milieu in which maimonides lived, worked, 
and thought; he presents maimonides’ monumental contribution to 
the systematization of Judaism; and he allows the reader to appreciate 
maimonides’ contribution to the harmonizing of Judaism with philosophy 
and science. Despite these achievements, Kraemer depicts maimonides 
as much more of a rationalist and a “dissimulator” than he really was. i 


